A connection control interface for switches in a network is provided. The connection control interface allows the multiservice switch to provide a number of switch resource partitions to a number of independent controllers coupled to the switch. The switch resource partitions comprise a number of subsets of switch resources that define a number of independent subset networks of a physical network. The connection control interface allows the independent controllers to control the connections of the switch using the number of switch resource partitions. The independent controllers each use one of a number of control systems, the control systems comprising a network software level. The independent controllers comprise a virtual switch interface having a master component and a slave component where the master and slave components may be hosted on different processors. The slave components may be hosted on a control card that controls a number of port cards of the switch or on a port card processor. The switch and the independent controllers are resynchronized when discrepancies are detected between the connections on the switch and those expected by the each of the plurality of independent controllers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>Albania</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>FR</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Gabon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
<td>GE</td>
<td>Georgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB</td>
<td>Barbados</td>
<td>GH</td>
<td>Ghana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>GN</td>
<td>Guinea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF</td>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>GR</td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>HU</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BJ</td>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>IE</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>IL</td>
<td>Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY</td>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>IS</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td>JP</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>Congo</td>
<td>KE</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>KG</td>
<td>Kyrgyzstan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>Côte d'Ivoire</td>
<td>KP</td>
<td>Democratic People’s Republic of Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>KR</td>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>KZ</td>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>LC</td>
<td>Saint Lucia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>Liechtenstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>LK</td>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>Liberia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>Monaco</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Republic of Moldova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>MK</td>
<td>The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>Mongolia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td>MW</td>
<td>Malawi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MX</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Niger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>RO</td>
<td>Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RU</td>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>SK</td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>SZ</td>
<td>Swaziland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD</td>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>TG</td>
<td>Togo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TJ</td>
<td>Tajikistan</td>
<td>TM</td>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>TT</td>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA</td>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>UG</td>
<td>Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>UZ</td>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VN</td>
<td>Viet Nam</td>
<td>YU</td>
<td>Yugoslavia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZW</td>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A CONNECTION CONTROL INTERFACE FOR MULTISERVICE SWITCHES

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to the management of network nodes and more particularly to a mechanism for allowing communication and control of a multiservice switch in a network.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Multiservice network switches such as the BPX™ sold by Cisco Systems, Inc. of San Jose, California, are used to provide a data path, or interface, between multiple networks, each of which may operate according to a different networking standard protocol. Examples of the networking protocols supported by these multiservice switches include, but are not limited to, frame relay, voice, circuit emulation, T1 channelized, T3 channelized, and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM). Figure 1 is a prior art network 1500 of switches comprising connection control processes on the switches communicating with each other and then setting up connections through the switches. This network 1500 comprises a number of switches 1502-1508 that are connected using port cards 1532-1546 and trunks 1548-1554. Each switch comprises a control card 1512-1518, and each control card comprises a connection routing processor 1522-1528, respectively. A connection routing protocol communicates between connection routing processors 1522-1528. A command line interface is used to input a request for an end-to-end connection in one switch. Different connections may be requested in different switches. Connection routing processors on different switches communicate with each other to set up an end-to-end connection by building the connection out of
virtual circuits on the trunks 1548-1554 and cross-connects on the
switches 1502-1508.

Figure 2 shows a prior art network switch 100 that is a node of a
network. Network switch 100 generally comprises a data path 125 and
command bus 127 to which a controller 105, a trunk module 110, or
port, and service modules 115 and 120, or ports, may be coupled.
Trunk module 110 connects network switch 100 to other switches, or
nodes, of the network. Service modules 115 and 120 are coupled to
customer premise equipment (CPE) B and CPE C, respectively. The
trunk and service modules may be configured in a number of
different ways to allow communication between trunk A, CPE B, and
CPE C via data path 125.

Controller 105 generally performs control functions for a single
network switch 100 using command bus 127. Controller 105 controls
the switch 100 using a configuration database 106 comprising switch
control code, a connection routing protocol 107, and switch resource
management software 108. The configuration database 106 contains
information regarding each of the trunk and service modules,
including the configuration and capabilities of each trunk and service
module. Controller 105 also provides a user interface 135 that allows a
user access to and control of network switch 100. The configuration
database 106 runs on the controller 105 and the user interface 135
writes to the configuration database 106. The user interface 135 is also
used to configure the switch 100 and the connection routing protocol
107. The switch resource management function 108 establishes and
deestablishes switch connections under the control of the controller
105.

Controller 105 treats network switch 100 as a single network
node, addressing all communications destined for network switch 100
to the network address of network switch 100. Controller 105 receives and processes connection routing protocol messages and determines which local resources are affected by the protocol message. If the protocol message affects a resource of network switch 100 that is not present on controller 105, controller 105 translates the configuration information originally contained in the protocol message to a format suitable for use by the target trunk or service module. Controller 105 then transfers the translated configuration information to the target trunk or service module using command bus 127. The target trunk or service module receives and processes the configuration information, and the target trunk or service module indicates completion of configuration operations to controller 105 using command bus 127.

In this prior art switch and controller arrangement, only a single controller, also referred to as a master, supporting a single network software layer is allowed control of the resources of the switch. A major disadvantage of this prior art switch and controller arrangement is that the single controller is limited to supporting a single network connection routing protocol which limits the control of all of the resources of the switch to the single configuration supported by the connection routing protocol.

There was also a disadvantage in the typical prior art switch and controller arrangement in that the controller typically could not be isolated from the switch. The prior art controller was tied to the particular parameters for a particular interface and the way the switch represented those parameters internally. As these parameters typically varied from switch to switch, this would typically mean that the controller was tied to or associated with particular parameters for an interface making the controller software specific to a switch and the representation by the switch of Quality of Service (QoS) and interface
parameters. Therefore, there was no way to have the same controller software, and thus the same controller, support other switches as these other switches had a completely different set of QoS and interface parameters. Furthermore, a prior art controller designed to support a particular switch having particular interface types could not support a different switch with different interface types; for example, a controller designed for a switch having only ATM interfaces could not support a switch with frame relay interfaces. Thus, a disadvantage of the prior art is that there is no clear separation between standard QoS parameters and switch specific parameters for the way the QoS is represented in the switch.

The Quality of Service (QoS) associated with a network switch defines the user-oriented end-to-end performance of ATM networks, and is defined using particular parameters and reference configurations. The switch manufacturer or network provider state the QoS performance objectives in terms of a particular type or class of QoS. A network connection may be requested by a controller using a particular available service class, along with the parameters corresponding to that class. Another major disadvantage of prior art switch and controller arrangements is that prior art connection control methods each allowed the QoS for connections to be specified only in a narrow set of ways. For example, QoS can be specified in terms of one of the following classes of service: ATM Forum Service Categories; priority fields or Internet Protocol (IP) Type of Service; or, service types that are proprietary to a switch manufacturer.

Furthermore, a major disadvantage of the prior art switch and controller arrangements is that there is no reliably fast way to check for errors in connections between the controller and a switch. Prior art switch connection control protocols maintain synchronization
between the controller's expectations of the connections present on a switch, and what is actually on the switch. One prior art synchronization technique involves the controller requesting details of each connection on the switch individually, checking each connection with the controller records of the connection, and correcting each discrepancy. Another prior art synchronization technique involves each connection on the switch timing out every 20 minutes, thereby forcing the controller to re-download all switch connections every 20 minutes.

Moreover, a disadvantage of the prior art switch and controller arrangement is that prior art connection protocols do not support distributed processing thereby requiring connection control messages to be sent to a single point on the associated switch. This creates a bottleneck in communications. These disadvantages complicate the task of managing and controlling a network switch and limit the flexibility and performance scalability of the network.

SUMMARY AND OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore an object of the invention to allow multiple independent controllers, each supporting different control systems, to simultaneously control a network switch by partitioning switch resources.

It is a further object of the invention to support network connections having a multiple and expandable number of Quality of Service classes.

It is a further object of the invention to support quick resynchronization of switch and controller connections that are in error without re-downloading all switch connections.
It is a further object of the invention to make the use of distributed connection processing feasible.

It is a further object of the invention to control a network switch with a mixture of interface types and speeds.

It is a further object of the invention to allow extensions in a network switch to be accessed via one or more service templates.

These and other objects of the invention are provided by a connection control interface for a switch in a network. The connection control interface allows the switch to provide a number of switch resource partitions to a number of independent controllers coupled to the switch. The switch resource partitions may comprise a number of subsets of switch resources that define a number of independent subset networks of a physical network. The connection control interface allows the independent controllers to control the connections of the switch using the number of switch resource partitions. The switch and the independent controllers are resynchronized when discrepancies are detected between the connections on the switch and those expected by the each of the plurality of independent controllers.

The independent controllers each use one of a number of control systems, the control systems comprising a network software level. The independent controllers together with the virtual switch interface software on the switch comprise a virtual switch interface having a master component and a slave component where the master and slave components may be hosted on different processors. The slave components may be hosted on a control card that controls a number of port cards of the switch. Moreover, the slave components may be hosted on a port card processor.
Other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will be apparent from the accompanying drawings and from the detailed description which follows below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention is illustrated by way of example and not limitation in the figures of the accompanying drawings, in which like references indicate similar elements, and in which:

**Figure 1** is a prior art network of switches.

**Figure 2** is a prior art network switch that is a node of a network.

**Figure 3** is the control model of one embodiment for a network node consisting of controller and switch components based on the concept of separation between network information and specific hardware information.

**Figure 4** is the basic model for establishing connections between a controller and a switch in one embodiment.

**Figure 5** is a three-piece message format of one embodiment.

**Figure 6** is the virtual switch interface (VSI) as seen from a master in one embodiment.

**Figure 7** shows multiple VSI controllers on a VSI switch control processor in one embodiment.

**Figure 8** shows multiple VSI controllers and VSI switch control on different processors in one embodiment.

**Figure 9** is a multiple slave model of one embodiment.

**Figure 10** is a hybrid slave model of one embodiment.

**Figure 11** is the physical VSI implementation between a switch and controllers in one embodiment.
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Figure 12 is a network system in which each controller sees a different virtual switch resulting in a physical network having a number of virtual networks in one embodiment.

Figure 13 shows the service template of one embodiment.

Figure 14 is a flowchart for initially attaching and activating a controller and a switch in one embodiment.

Figure 15 is a flowchart for the resynchronization of a controller and a switch in one embodiment.

Figure 16 is a flowchart for a controller routing a connection segment across a switch in one embodiment.

Figure 17 is a flowchart for an switch interface failure invoking a connection teardown in one embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

A multiservice switch can be divided into hardware architecture and software architecture. The hardware architecture is divided into the switch core and the switch interface. The switch core performs the switching of cells. The switch interface performs the external input and output functions by adapting between the access devices and the switch core whenever needed. In an Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) interface, for example, the bit rate and format of ATM cells are adapted by the switch interface to fit the switch core. Furthermore, most functions that handle ATM cell labeling reside in the switch interface, including virtual path identifier/virtual channel identifier (VPI/VCI) assignment, addition of routing information to cells, and discarding cells when needed. In other types of interfaces that are not ATM interfaces, for example frame relay, voice, data, and circuit emulation, the interfaces perform a similar adaptation function between the switch input and output functions.
The multiservice communications switch is controlled and supervised by software. A virtual switch interface (VSI) is provided herein that allows an arbitrary number of completely independent controllers to control an arbitrary number of completely independent subsets of the resources of a switch. An arbitrary number of controllers can control each switch. The controllers on a number of switches belong to an arbitrary number of distinct groups, although generally not more than one controller on each switch will belong to each group; the exception is when a standby controller is provided as a backup for an active controller. The controllers of each separate group see completely independent subsets of a physical network. This VSI allows for partitioning of switch resources to allow simultaneous control of a switch by multiple independent controllers. Furthermore, this VSI provides a clean interface for setting up switch connections and virtual channels or circuits, so that portable software for network layers and above may be written independently of any particular switch. Separating the function of connection routing from the function of establishing connections allows the establishment of connections to be distributed across multiple port cards of a switch. The VSI described herein can be used on packet or cell switching cores having multiservice interfaces. Therefore, in allowing for multiple types of interfaces to be used with multiple types of switch cores, the VSI allows for the use of non-ATM interfaces with ATM switches, the use of ATM or non-ATM interfaces on packet switches, and the use of non-ATM interfaces on circuit switches.

Figure 3 is the control model 1700 of one embodiment for a network node consisting of controller 1702 and switch 1704 components based on the concept of separation between network information 1706 and specific hardware information. These
components may be software modules running on the same hardware platform or they may run on different specialized hardware platforms. The controller components deal with the specifics of the network, for example network topology, protocols, and connection routing. The controller components assume a generic view of the switch; logical interfaces with generic resources. The switch component deals with the specifics of the hardware, for example hidden resource mappings and restrictions and how to build connection segments. The switch component knows nothing of the end-to-end nature of the network connections. This control model yields two paths of information flow: connection requests from the controller to the switch; and interface and other switch information from the switch to the controller.

Within a switch there are two models, and these two models may be combined into a third hybrid model. A centralized slave model has a single point of control for making connections and controlling interfaces, while a distributed slave model allows for multiple slaves to coexist. In the distributed slave case, interfaces are each owned by a single slave and connection requests may need to go to two slaves to satisfy the request. In this case the controller requests the connection from either of the slaves which control one of the interfaces and that slave communicates to the other slave before responding to the master.

Figure 4 is the basic model for establishing connections between a controller and a switch in one embodiment. The basic model for connections is that the controller 252, of which there may be one or more, requests 262 the switch 254 to create, delete, and change connections. The controller 252, which is not required to be present in the switch, may reside on an external computer or may reside in a
processor or multiple processors of the switch. The switch 254 may accept or reject the requests 262 based on resource availability. The switch 254 is required to respond to the controller 252 with a message 264 indicating the outcome. The controller 252 is required to get an explicit reply for all requests or take appropriate action if the response is not received within a time-out period.

The switch is responsible for notifying the controllers of changes to its synchronization state and changes to its interfaces. These changes may be due to loading changes, state changes, or existence (addition/deletion) changes. The switch is required to get an explicit reply from the controller that a change notification was received. The switch notifies the controller of the current state of interfaces, even if the interface may have changed state multiple times since the last notification was sent.

Figure 5 is a three-piece message format 1800 of one embodiment. This message format provides for the control of a switch with a mixture of interface types and speeds by distinguishing between generic connection information and endpoint specific information. The generic cross-connect portion 1802 of the message contains, but is not limited to virtual circuit information, QoS parameters, and connection class identifiers. The endpoint parameter 1 portion 1804 of the message contains specific information for a first type of endpoint. The endpoint parameter 2 portion 1806 of the message contains specific information for a second type endpoint. In this manner different interface types and speeds can be supported on a single switch, the interfaces including, but not limited to, T1, T3, OC3, and OC12 ATM interfaces as well as nxDSO, T1, T3, frame relay, DO compressed voice, and circuit emulation interfaces. Furthermore, connections may be made between interfaces of different types.
The VSI of one embodiment defines the messages and associated functions which allow communication between the controller and the switch. This interface is expected to support all types of virtual circuit connections. The connections supported include, but are not limited to, voice, data, frame relay, circuit emulation, T1 channelized, T3 channelized, and ATM standard switched permanent virtual circuits and switched virtual circuits. The interface types may be ATM and non-ATM, including different types of interfaces for each type of endpoint, for example, voice-to-ATM connections and voice-to-voice connections. In addition, the VSI is defined as hardware independent so many types of switches may support the VSI. Moreover, in general, there are several embodiments using the virtual switch interface between a controller and a switch. These embodiments are now generally described with reference to Figures 6-9.

Figure 6 is the virtual switch interface (VSI) as seen from a controller in one embodiment. A controller 202 perceives that it is controlling a virtual switch 204 via the VSI application programmer's interface (API) 206. Therefore, the controller 202 needs no awareness of the actions of other controllers. The API 206 allows the controller 202 to discover the configuration of the interfaces on the switch and to be informed of changes. The API 206 also allows the controller 202 to establish and break cross-connects with given Quality of Service (QoS) parameters. The controller includes, but is not limited to, automatic routing controllers, tag switch controllers implementing tag distribution protocol and an Internet Protocol (IP) routing protocol, signaling system number 7 (CCS7) controllers, AutoRoute™ controllers, private network-to-network interface (PNNI) controllers, and multi-protocol label switching controllers. The VSI can be run
over any physical interface including, but not limited to, an ATM network, the ethernet, or within a central processing unit.

Figure 7 shows multiple VSI controllers on a VSI switch control processor in one embodiment. This configuration allows multiple controllers 302 and 304 to control the VSI slave switch 308 via the API 306 with each controller 302 and 304 seeing a virtual switch with unique properties. The controllers 302 and 304 and the slave switch 308 are hosted on a single processor 314 in this embodiment, but are not so limited. The controllers 302 and 304 in this embodiment are depicted as, but not limited to, a tag switch controller and a PNNI controller, respectively. The VSI slave switch 308 is comprised of the VSI slave interface 310 and the switch control software 312. As a result, not all controllers may control all interfaces because each controller is presented a view of a switch having a particular set of logical interfaces. The logical interfaces are either physical interfaces or virtual interfaces, and the sets of logical interfaces presented to different controllers will differ. Because the VSI slave interface 310 takes care of the interactions between the controllers 302 and 304 in a manner that ensures that controllers 302 and 304 cannot interfere with each other, no communication between the controllers 302 and 304 is required.

In general, there will be multiple controllers controlling connections on each logical interface. The VSI slave switch will partition virtual path identifier (VPI) and virtual channel identifier (VCI) space between the controllers so that each master perceives an interface with a limited usable range of VPI/VCI space. Moreover, cross-connect space can be shared and partitioned between the various controllers resulting in each controller seeing a switch where the available cross-connects vary by causes unknown. This can be
extended to multiservice interfaces, for example data link channel identifiers (DLCIs) of frame relay interfaces can be mapped to VCI.

Furthermore, bandwidth on the interface is shared between controllers. For purposes of connection admission control, the VSI slave includes, but is not limited to, two allocation schemes for bandwidth allocation. In one allocation scheme, the VSI slave can allocate a fixed partition of bandwidth to each controller in which case each controller perceives that each logical interface has a bandwidth that is fixed but lower than the physical port bandwidth. In another allocation scheme, the VSI slave can dynamically share bandwidth between the controllers. In this case, each controller perceives that the available bandwidth on an interface varies because of causes unknown, but that the switch is always able to guarantee the QoS for connections that are accepted.

Figure 8 shows multiple VSI controllers and VSI switch control on different processors in one embodiment. In the multiple controller model illustrated, two controllers are shown but the embodiment is not so limited. Any or all of the multiple controllers may run on the same processor as the switch, but the embodiment is not so limited. In this embodiment, each VSI controller 402 and 404 resides on a separate processor 422 and 424, respectively. Each of the independent controllers 402 and 404 is running a VSI-master component 408 and 410, respectively, of the VSI. Each VSI controller 402 and 404 controls a virtual switch 406 via a VSI API 426 and 428, respectively, but the API is provided by a VSI master 408 and 410, respectively. The switch 406 is running the VSI-slave component 430 of the VSI. The VSI-slave component 430 together with the two VSI-master components 408 and 410 comprises the VSI. The VSI master 408 and 410 translates VSI API calls to VSI protocol messages. The VSI
protocol messages are transferred between the VSI masters 408 and 410 and the VSI slave 430 of the switch 406, which also resides on a separate processor 432.

An extension of the concept of having masters and slaves on different processors is a distributed slave interface. The distributed slave model allows for increased performance by making use of the distributed connection processing capability in switches. **Figure 9** is a distributed slave model of one embodiment. In the multiple slave interface, a single switch 502 has multiple slaves 520 and 522 where one multiple slave is present on each of a number of port cards. Each of the controllers 508 and 510 still sees a single virtual switch 502 through the VSI APIs 512 and 514, respectively, but the VSI masters 516 and 518, respectively, are aware that there are multiple slaves 520 and 522 on the switch and that messages should be routed via one of several VSI protocol interfaces. In general, there will be one or more preferred slaves for each VSI message, depending on the logical interfaces involved. The slaves may communicate with each other as necessary for connection establishment.

In the multiple slave model illustrated, two distributed slaves 520 and 522 are shown in a single switch 502, but the embodiment is not so limited. A controller may run on the same processor as the switch, but the embodiment is not so limited. The multiple distributed slaves 520 and 522 may be, but are not limited to being, individual processors on individual port cards of a switch. The controller runs the VSI-master components 516 and 518 of the VSI, and each of the distributed slaves runs the VSI-slave components 520 and 522 of the VSI. The VSI-master components 516 and 518 together with the multiple VSI-slave components 520 and 522 comprise the VSI.
Figure 10 is a hybrid slave model of one embodiment. As previously discussed, the centralized model uses one VSI to control multiple "dumb" port cards, or port cards without processors located on the part card; therefore, the "dumb" port cards are controlled by a slave that is not located on the port card. The distributed model uses separate VSI slave processors that are located on each of a number of "smart" port cards, or port cards having processors located on the port card. The hybrid slave model is a hybrid of the centralized model and the distributed model in that a switch has some mixture of "smart" port cards and "dumb" port cards.

In the hybrid model of one embodiment, a switch 1602 comprises "dumb" port cards 1604 and 1606 and "smart" port cards 1608 and 1610. The switch 1602 of one embodiment comprises two "dumb" port cards controlled by a single VSI slave, but is not so limited. The switch 1602 shown also comprises two "smart" port cards, but is not so limited. The "dumb" port cards 1604 and 1606 are controlled by a VSI slave 1614 on a switch control card 1612. The VSI slave 1614 can be controlled by VSI controller 1650 comprising VSI master 1651, and VSI controller 1652 comprising VSI master 1653. The "smart" port cards 1608 and 1610 have VSI slave processors 1616 and 1618, respectively, located on the cards. The VSI slave processors 1616 and 1618 can be controlled by VSI controller 1650 comprising VSI master 1651, and VSI controller 1652 comprising VSI master 1653.

Figure 11 is the physical VSI implementation between a switch and controllers in one embodiment. A VSI slave exists on each port card 760-768 of a switch 752. The port cards 760-768 are coupled to an internal control bus 770 of the switch 752. A switch control card 792 and a controller 794 are also coupled to the internal control bus 770. Inter-slave messaging is transported through a mesh of switch
connections (not shown). The VSI controllers 782 and 784 are attached to the switch 752 via port card 768 and via ATM interfaces on a port card 768. Switch connections also connect each of the VSI controllers 782 and 784 to each slave of each port card 760-768. The ATM interfaces comprise ATM virtual channels 786 and 788 that couple the controllers 782 and 784 to ATM switch fabric 780. The virtual channels 786 and 788 carry VSI messages to the switch 752. The ATM switch fabric 780 is coupled to each of the port cards 760-766 via ATM switch legs 795-798. The ATM switch legs 795-798 carry VSI messages to the port cards 760-766.

In operation, the switch control card 792 writes details of the configuration of interfaces and the configuration of other VSI slaves to each VSI slave of each port card 760-768 using internal control bus messages. The VSI slaves are then enabled to inform the controllers 782, 784, and 794 as to the configuration of the interfaces controlled by each slave.

The VSI consists of the two software components in one embodiment: a VSI-slave running on the switch; and a VSI-master which may run on the switch or on a dedicated controller platform. The VSI-slave is the slave module that manages some of the interfaces for the switch and communicates with other slaves in the switch to set up connections. The VSI-master performs the interface to the higher layer networking software and handles all VSI related functions.

The functions performed by the controller of one embodiment include general controller functions and VSI-related controller functions. As for the general controller (VSI-master) functions, the controller communicates with other controllers to learn and distribute network topology and loading. The controller performs end-to-end
route selection for calls, including general call acceptance. The controller also communicates with other controllers to perform call setup. Furthermore, the controller performs local call setup signaling protocols including switched permanent virtual circuit management.

In addition to the general controller functions, each controller performs VSI-related controller functions. The controller requests local connection segment setup, activate, and teardown from switches. The controller manages VPI/VCIs and data link connection identifiers from port and trunk interfaces. The controller manages the subset of these resources as allocated to it by the VSI slave. The controller also updates local loading of the controller as information updates occur from the local switch. Moreover, the controller manages connection segment synchronization with the corresponding switch. Furthermore, the controller performs keep-alive polling of each corresponding slave.

The functions performed by the switch of one embodiment include general switch functions and VSI-related switch functions. As for the general switch (VSI-slave) functions, the switch manages channel allocation, bandwidth, and configuration of interfaces. The switch manages the administrative, operational state of port and trunk interfaces. The switch also manages persistent endpoints, including conditioning. Moreover, the switch collects statistics for connection endpoints. Furthermore, the switch manages card redundancy within the switch for interface cards and central control cards.

In addition to the general switch functions, each switch performs VSI-related switch functions. The switch responds to connection segment requests from controllers. The switch performs specific call acceptance for calls. The switch also notifies controllers of
changes to switch interfaces. Moreover, the switch provides switch resource views or partitions to controllers. Furthermore, the switch communicates with other VSI-slaves in a distributed system. The switch does maintain a session identification.

In the distributed model the slaves have additional functions that they perform that are VSI-related functions. The distributed slave communicates with other slaves for connection setup. The distributed slave also maintains a mapping of interfaces-to-slaves. Additionally, the distributed slave maintains individual session-ids per slave.

The VSI as previously described for one embodiment is an interface that allows multiple network layer control devices to learn about configuration of a remote switch including the ports and connections of the remote switch. Moreover, the interface causes connections on a remote switch to be established, changed, and deleted. Support of switch control by multiple independent controllers simultaneously is required to support the operation of different connection routing devices on the same switch. This allows, for example, connections set up by tag switching, PNNI, and AutoRoute™ to exist simultaneously on one switch. Simultaneous support of control by multiple independent controllers requires a method for apportioning resources between the controllers so that they may operate independently without conflict between each other. The VSI provides such a method by allowing each controller to control a different partition of resources. The control of different partitions of resources includes, but is not limited to: dividing the bandwidth available at each port between the partitions; dividing the VPI/VCI space available at each port between the partitions; and dividing the number of available connections in the switch between
the partitions. Each controller is provided information only about the resources available in the partition assigned to that controller. The resource allocations will generally differ from partition to partition resulting in each controller seeing a different subset of switch resources; each controller thus sees a different virtual switch and a corresponding different virtual network. Resources may be, but are not limited to being, divided between partitions in a pre-assigned way, or they may be dynamically shared. In all cases, the switch controls the division of resources and informs the controllers of any changes to the assignment of resources. Independent operation of the controllers may allow addition of arbitrary numbers of different controllers.

As previously discussed, a VSI allows an arbitrary number of completely independent controllers to control an arbitrary number of completely independent subsets of the resources of a switch. An arbitrary number of controllers can control each switch. The controllers of a number of switches belong to an arbitrary number of distinct groups, although generally not more than one controller on each switch will belong to each group. The controllers of each separate group see completely independent subsets of a physical network. This VSI allows for partitioning of switch resources to allow simultaneous control of a switch by multiple independent controllers.

In order to get a view of the network each controller communicates with controllers of other switches. This results in different sets, or groups, of controllers having different views of the network. For each connection routing protocol there are sets of controllers, one controller per switch in one embodiment, and each set of controllers has a different view of the network. The VSI provides a different view of the switch to each of the controllers, and the controllers communicate with each other in assembling their
individual views of their switches, or the network topology. The controllers, in response to these communications, establish a network topology according to the connection routing protocol. The VSI in dealing with the communications between the controller and the switch, makes particular switch connections when requested by a controller.

Figure 12 is a network system in which a controller sees a different virtual switch resulting in a physical network having a number of virtual networks in one embodiment. A physical network 1000 comprises a number of remote switches 1001-1006 connected by trunks 1011-1018. The trunks 1011-1018 may be ATM trunks. Each switch 1001-1006 is coupled to at least one controller 1021-1029. Each switch VSI presents a different view to each controller coupled to that switch as to the resources of that switch that are available to the particular controller, thereby defining the virtual network that a particular controller can see.

For example, the VSI of switch 1001 causes controller 1021 to see the adjacent trunks in the virtual network defined by path 1040. The VSI of switch 1002 causes controller 1022 to see the adjacent trunks in the virtual network defined by path 1040. The VSI of switch 1003 causes controller 1024 to see the adjacent trunks in the virtual network defined by path 1040. The VSI of switch 1004 causes controller 1026 to see the adjacent trunks in the virtual network defined by path 1040. The VSI of switch 1005 causes controller 1027 to see the adjacent trunks in the virtual network defined by path 1040. Moreover, the group of controllers 1021, 1022, 1024, 1026, and 1027 communicate with each other, thereby learning of the paths of the virtual network 1040 seen by each other. Thus, the VSIs of switches 1001, 1002, 1003, 1004, and 1005 cause the group of controllers 1021,
1022, 1024, 1026, and 1027 each to see the virtual network defined by path 1040.

Similarly, the VSI of switch 1002 causes controller 1023 to see the adjacent trunks in the virtual network defined by path 1041. The VSI of switch 1003 causes controller 1025 to see the adjacent trunks in the virtual network defined by path 1041. The VSI of switch 1005 causes controller 1028 to see the adjacent trunks in the virtual network defined by path 1041. The VSI of switch 1006 causes controller 1029 to see the adjacent trunks in the virtual network defined by path 1041. Moreover, the group of controllers 1023, 1025, 1028, and 1029 communicate with each other, thereby learning of the paths of virtual network 1041 seen by each other. Thus, the VSIs of switches 1002, 1003, 1005, and 1006 cause the group of controllers 1023, 1025, 1028, and 1029 each to see the virtual network defined by path 1041.

As previously discussed, the Quality of Service (QoS) associated with a network switch defines the user-oriented end-to-end performance of ATM networks. The switch manufacturer or network provider states the QoS performance objectives in terms of a particular type or class of QoS. In an embodiment of the VSI, a network connection may be requested by a controller using any feasible QoS class, along with the parameters corresponding to those classes. The VSI has an expandable definition of service type that allows the QoS to be specified as ATM Forum Service Categories, an Internet Protocol (IP) Type of Service, a Tag Switching Type of Service, and priority service types. A connection can therefore be requested by the controller with any of these service classes. Furthermore, the VSI allows IP Types of Service to be mapped directly to switch components. Thus, the VSI of one
embodiment allows an ATM connection to be established having a QoS specified directly as an IP Type of Service.

Figure 13 shows the service template 1908 of one embodiment. The VSI allows extended QoS parameters in a corresponding switch to be accessed via one or more service templates. The controller 1902 and the network software 1904 support standard QoS parameters. The switch software 1906 supports standard QoS parameters as well as extended parameters. Extended parameters are parameters that are specific to the switch. A service template 1908 resident in the switch software 1906 contains a mapping that receives standard QoS parameters as an input and outputs standard and extended parameters. This service template 1908 allows the mapping to support specific switch parameters resident at a lower level in the network thereby allowing the network software 1904 to stay portable in supporting many interfaces.

At least four categories of messages are defined for use by the VSI. Connection requests allow the controller to request setup reserve, setup commit, teardown, execute diagnostics, or to get information on a connection segment in the switch. Connection request responses are messages that are responses to requests. Included in the connection request responses are connection setup and remove responses that include the updated load for the interfaces affected. Interface Information messages allow the controller to get interface (trunk and port) related information from the switch. Interface Information messages also allow the switch to asynchronously notify the controller of changes. Switch Information messages allow the controller to get switch related information from the switch. Switch Information messages also allow the switch to asynchronously notify the controller of changes. Error messages are
generated when a message request cannot be satisfied. If a request cannot be satisfied, then the request is rejected and an error is sent back to the requester with information on the reason for the failure. Examples when a request cannot be satisfied include: when bandwidth resources are not available to support the call request; a request to add a connection between two endpoints when one is already in use; and a request which specifies changing the remote endpoint (logical interface or VPI/VCI) for a connection.

As previously discussed, the VSI is designed to support multiple controllers of a single switch. The controllers do not need any knowledge of each other nor do they need to know that the switch resources may be partitioned. The switch uses the controller identification in a message to identify the controller. The switch maintains the controller and partition mapping and provides individual views to each controller of only the resources allocated to that controller, which may include polled resources. Connection synchronization and switch information notification is provided per controller by the switch.

While one embodiment allows multiple masters to control connections on a VSI, the master is required to select the version of the VSI protocol used by the slaves. When a new slave is discovered by the master, or when the slave is restarted, the master reads the VSI protocol version that the slave can use and selects the best one. The master chooses the highest version that is common to all other slaves and the master. The master is required to alarm when the versions are incompatible. The slave is required to accept commands to change versions on the fly even if the change is to a lower version.

The concept of synchronization between the VSI master, or controller, and the slaves is that the master and the slave exchange
database information to get into a known state, and then operate from this known state until an event causes an interruption in communication. Synchronization is only valid between the master and its associated slaves. The master owns all connection information and sends this to the slaves, while the slaves own all interface and switch information and send this to the master. The master detects the loss of synchronization and controls the resynchronization procedure.

The states of synchronization are Loss of Synchronization, Resynchronization Isolation, and Resynchronization Process. The master enters the Loss of Synchronization state when any of the following events occur: master restart; switch to redundant master; commands to slave do not get responses; master detects session identification change on an associated slave. The master maintains the synchronization state with each slave individually. When the master loses synchronization with one slave this does not imply that synchronization is lost with other slaves. It is also the case that the master may be in Loss Of Synchronization mode with multiple or even all slaves.

When the master detects Loss Of Synchronization mode, it may invoke the Resynchronization Isolation procedure to isolate the resynchronization need to a small subset of the connection data. The Resynchronization Isolation state is an optional state that is entered so the master can isolate which connections need to be re-downloaded. This process is a performance optimization step which becomes more important as the number of connections in the switch grows.

Resynchronization Isolation is made possible by associating connections into logical groupings and assigning a checksum component to each grouping. When synchronization is lost, the slave
is queried for the checksum values associated with groups of connections (checksum blocks). Each checksum is compared to the master's copy and any differences are noted. Those checksums that do not match are passed to the Resynchronization Process. All connections associated with the non-matching checksums are determined to be in need of resynchronization.

Using checksum blocks across distributed slaves requires additional complexity on the master. Each connection has a checksum component and a checksum block specified. Since a connection may span two slaves, each slave maintains the checksum block value with only the ends of the connections that terminate on that slave. This means that the checksum block values for the same blocks are different at each slave. The master must compute and keep the checksum block values individually for each slave. Detection of checksum errors is therefore isolated to individual slaves. The detailed list of failing checksum blocks per slave is passed on to the Resynchronization Process.

The Resynchronization Process is the process of getting the master and the slaves back into synchronization, or resynchronizing, by transferring database information between them. This consists of the switch information comprising switch general information and interface information, and connection information.

Switch information is owned on the switch and uploaded to the master. This process is controlled by the master and consists of reading all of the information in a controlled manner. The master reads the general switch information and then reads all interface information using the get-more commands. This allows discovery all interfaces on the switch in a controlled manner.
Connection information is owned on the master and downloaded to the switch. All connection information is downloaded using connection groups. If no checksums are used, then all connections should be assigned to a single logical connection group. The download consists of sending the following sequence of states with actions: resync start; reassert all connections; resync end; retry negatively acknowledged connections.

The resync start message indicates to the slave that all connections on the specified checksum block should be marked as unverified. In the reassert all connections state, all connections in the checksum block are downloaded to the slave. The connections are sent as normal request messages, and the messages are no different from new connection requests. The slave accepts the connections just like normal connections which includes communicating with the appropriate other slaves. As each connection is acknowledged by the slave, it is also marked as verified in the slave. If a connection is negatively acknowledged, then the master puts it into a list to be retried later. Connections which are negatively acknowledged by the slave are not marked as verified in the slave.

The resync end state indicates to the slave that any connections on this checksum block which are still left in the unverified state are to be removed on this slave only. Note that the other end of the connection is not removed since Loss Of Synchronization is a per slave feature.

In the retry negatively acknowledged connections state, any connections that failed to be reasserted are retried by the master after the resync end message since the cleanup may have removed extra connections that prevented reasserting these. Any connections that
remain negatively acknowledged are released by the controller through normal procedures.

If checksums are used and the Resynchronization Isolation has been performed, then the above message sequence is still used, but it applies only to specific checksum blocks. Note that the isolation could have determined that all blocks should be downloaded.

In the case of distributed slaves, resynchronizing a single slave involves sending the messages only to that slave. If a checksum block error spans multiple slaves, then all of the slaves are resynchronized at the same time. This involves sending the resync start and resync end messages to all slaves. The connection messages are only sent once to an appropriate slave or one that owns one of the interfaces. There is no need to send the same connection message to multiple slaves. The master and slaves can continue to process new connection requests during the resynchronization process.

**Figure 14** illustrates a flowchart for initially attaching and activating a controller and a switch in one embodiment. Operation begins at block 1102, at which the switch is configured to assign resources on interfaces to the desired partition. This configuration is accomplished by the user configuring the switch to activate a control port by specifying the port, the controller number that controls the port, and the partition it controls. At block 1104, the configured switch activates the control port and all communication channels to connect the slaves to the master via the control port. Upon connection, the slaves send switch information traps to the master with the session identification. The user configures the controller, at block 1106, to activate the control port driver with the port, controller number, and number of slaves for the switch. Upon configuration, the controller activates the port and all communication channels to connect to all
the possible slaves, at block 1108. Upon connection to the slaves, the
controller activates keep-alive signals to each slave. The controller
detects slaves through traps and keep-alive responses. The master is
required to perform a keep-alive function to detect when a slave
cannot respond. The keep-alive is simply a request message which the
slave responds to. This keep-alive message should be sent when no
messages have been received from the slave in the configured time-
out period. Detection of a slave keep-alive time-out results in the
master marking that slave as unavailable. Subsequent connection
messages for that slave are negatively acknowledged in the master.
The keep-alive keeps trying the slave and detects when the slave has
recovered. The slave may also send traps to the master which will
indicate that is has recovered.

At block 1110, the controller records the session identifications
of the slaves and sends resynchronization commands to flush all
connections and reset the checksum blocks. The controller also sends
a configuration command to each slave to enable traps, select the
protocol version, and configure the trap acknowledge window size.
Both controller and switch are now ready for connections.

**Figure 15** illustrates a flowchart for the resynchronization of a
controller and a switch in one embodiment. Resynchronization
generally occurs anytime the controller and the switch get out of
synchronization, for example, following a power cycle on the switch.
The embodiment described in this flowchart reprograms the switch
with the connection; however, depending on the outage time, the
controller may release all of the connections.

Operation begins at block 1202, at which the switch recovers and
reactivates all ports and communication channels. The slaves then
establish new session-ids and send traps to the master, at block 1204.
Upon receipt of the traps, the master initiates synchronization procedures, at block 1206. The master walks through all interfaces for all slaves using a get-more command, at block 1208. It should be noted that this step may be done after resynchronizing the connections. The get-more commands are used to walk though all of the objects of the particular data type without specifying each one. The first get-more command specifies an index for the starting object. The VSI-slave responds with a message containing data for the first N interfaces, a flag indicating whether there are more interfaces to read, and an index of the next interface to read. The VSI-master then requests another group of interfaces using the get-more-interfaces command with the next interface index passed. This process continues until the response contains the flag set to false, indicating this message contains the last interface. In the case of a distributed slave, the get-more applies only per slave. The VSI-master should hide the details of multiple slaves from the higher layer by transparently spanning the slaves.

The master then walks through all checksum blocks for all slaves using the get-more commands, at block 1210. At block 1212, a list is built by the master that contains the checksum blocks that do not match.

The master sends the resynchronization start command to all slaves, at block 1214; this command includes the list of checksum blocks that failed or the command may specify all blocks. Each slave then responds to the master after marking all connections affected by these failed checksum blocks as unverified, at block 1216. The master re-transmits all connections in the affected checksum blocks to the slaves, at block 1218. Upon receipt of the connections, the slave accepts the connections and marks them as verified, at block 1220. The slave then sends an acknowledgment to the master. If the
connections cannot be accepted by the slave, the slave sends a negative acknowledgment command to the master, and the master records all such connections. When all connections have responded or have timed out more times than a retransmit count, the master sends the resynchronization end command to all slaves, at block 1222, which causes each slave to remove the local end of any unverified connections. At block 1224, the master re-transmits any connections that were previously negatively acknowledged; any that still fail are deleted on the switch and released.

**Figure 16** is a flowchart for a controller routing a connection segment across a switch in one embodiment. Operation begins at block 1302, at which the controller receives a call setup message from a neighboring controller. At block 1304, the controller requests that a connection segment be setup or reserved at a local switch by sending a call setup command to the next node. The local switch allocates resources, if resources are available, and sends a response back to the requesting controller, at block 1306. The response includes the updated loading for the switch interfaces. At block 1307, the controller sends a call setup message to the next node. At block 1308, the controller receives a connect message back from the next node. The controller requests the activation or confirmation of a connection segment at the local switch, at block 1310. The controller sends a connect message to the neighboring node, at block 1312. In another embodiment, the controller requests the activation or confirmation of a connection segment at the local switch concurrently with sending a connect message to the neighboring node. The local switch then configures the switch hardware to enable transmission, at block 1314.

**Figure 17** is a flowchart for a switch interface failure invoking a connection teardown in one embodiment. Operation begins at block
1402, at which the switch detects a failure from hardware on the switch interface. At block 1404, the switch notifies the associated controller of the interface failure. The controller sends call release messages for all calls on the interface to neighboring switches of the network using the connections, at block 1406. The controller requests the removal of connection segments at the local switch, at block 1408. Even though the connections have already been deleted on the failed interface, this step is necessary to remove the connection segments from the other interface which remains active. The switch then removes the connection segments and releases the associated resources, at block 1410. A response is also sent back to the controller indicating an updated loading for the affected interfaces.

The invention has been described in conjunction with the preferred embodiment. Although the present invention has been described with reference to specific exemplary embodiments, it will be evident that various modifications and changes may be made to these embodiments without departing from the broader spirit and scope of the invention as set forth in the claims. Accordingly, the specification and drawings are to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense.
CLAIMS
What is claimed is:

1. A method for controlling a switch comprising the steps of:
   providing a plurality of switch resource partitions to a plurality
   of independent controllers from the switch;
   controlling connections of the switch using the plurality of
   switch resource partitions of the plurality of independent controllers.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of controlling
   connections comprises controlling at least one switch interface.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein each of the plurality of
   independent controllers comprises at least one switch interface master
   component, and wherein the switch comprises at least one switch
   interface slave component.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the step of controlling
   connections comprises controlling at least one switch interface slave
   component using the at least one switch interface master component.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the at least one switch interface
   slave component is hosted on a different processor than the at least
   one switch interface master component.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein each of the at least one switch
   interface slave components is hosted on one of a plurality of
   processors, each of the plurality of processors controlling at least one
   port card of the switch.
7. The method of claim 5, wherein the switch comprises a plurality of switch interface slave components, wherein at least one of the plurality of switch interface slave components is hosted on a control card, the control card controlling a plurality of port cards of the switch, and wherein at least one of the plurality of switch interface slave components is hosted on at least one processor of at least one port card of the switch.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the switch supports asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) interfaces in a network.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the switch supports frame relay interfaces, voice interfaces, and data interfaces in a network.

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of each of the plurality of independent controllers using at least one of a plurality of connection routing protocols, the at least one of a plurality of connection routing protocols comprising a network software level control system.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the at least one of a plurality of connection routing protocols comprises automatic connection routing.

12. The method of claim 10, wherein the at least one of a plurality of connection routing protocols comprises PNNI.

13. The method of claim 10, wherein the at least one of a plurality of connection routing protocols comprises tag switching.
14. The method of claim 1, wherein the plurality of switch resource partitions comprises a plurality of subsets of switch resources.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the plurality of subsets of switch resources defines a plurality of independent subset networks of a physical network, each of the plurality of independent subset networks controlled by the each of a plurality of groups of independent controllers.

16. The method of claim 14, further comprising the step of the switch allocating a fixed partition of bandwidth to each of the plurality of independent controllers.

17. The method of claim 14, further comprising the step of the switch dynamically sharing bandwidth allocation between each of the plurality of independent controllers.

18. The method of claim 14, wherein the plurality of switch resource partitions comprises a number of available connections in the switch.

19. The method of claim 14, wherein the plurality of switch resource partitions comprises at least one virtual path identifier and at least one virtual circuit identifier available at each of a plurality of ports.

20. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of controlling switch connections comprises each of the plurality of independent controllers controlling at least one port card of the switch.
21. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of synchronizing the switch and each of the plurality of independent controllers, the synchronizing comprising exchanging database information for a known state.

22. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of resynchronizing the switch and each of the plurality of independent controllers when discrepancies are detected between the connections on the switch and those expected by the each of the plurality of independent controllers.

23. The method of claim 22, wherein a checksum component is associated with each connection, an error in the checksum component indicating a discrepancy between the connections.

24. The method of claim 23, wherein the resynchronization comprises reestablishing connections in which the checksum component is in error.

25. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of the each of a plurality of independent controllers requesting connections having at least one Quality of Service parameter.

26. The method of claim 25, wherein the at least one Quality of Service parameter comprises an ATM Forum service class, an Internet Protocol Type of Service class, a tag switching service class, and a priority service class.
27. The method of claim 26, wherein an Internet Protocol Type of Service class is specified for an ATM connection.

28. The method of claim 25, wherein the at least one Quality of Service parameter is used with at least one other ATM parameter to generate extended switch parameters.

29. The method of claim 1, wherein the switch is a ATM switch.

30. The method of claim 1, wherein the switch is a packet switch.

31. The method of claim 1, wherein the switch is a circuit switch.

32. An apparatus for controlling a switch in a network, the apparatus comprising:
   a first component that provides one of a plurality of switch resource partitions of the switch to each of a plurality of independent controllers;
   a second component in each of the plurality of independent controllers that independently control connections in the switch using the one of a plurality of switch resource partitions.

33. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein the first component comprises at least one switch interface slave component, and wherein the second component comprises at least one switch interface master component.
34. The apparatus of claim 33, wherein the at least one switch interface slave component is hosted on a different processor than the at least one switch interface master component.

35. The apparatus of claim 34, wherein each of the at least one switch interface slave components is hosted on one of a plurality of processors, each of the plurality of processors controlling at least one port card of the switch.

36. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein the apparatus supports connections among a plurality of types of interfaces.

37. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein the apparatus supports connections between a first endpoint having a first interface type and a second endpoint having a second interface type, wherein the first interface type is different from the second interface type.

38. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein the apparatus supports asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) interfaces.

39. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein the apparatus supports frame relay connections, voice connections, and circuit emulation connections.

40. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein each of the plurality of independent controllers uses at least one of a plurality of connection routing protocols, the at least one of a plurality of connection routing protocols comprising a network software level control system.
41. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein the plurality of switch resource partitions comprises a plurality of subsets of switch resources, the plurality of subsets of switch resources defining a plurality of independent subset networks of a physical network, each of the plurality of independent subset networks controlled by each of a plurality of groups of independent controllers.

42. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein each of the plurality of independent controllers controls at least one port card of the switch.

43. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein the states of the switch and each of the plurality of independent controllers are synchronized by the exchange of database information.

44. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein the switch and each of the plurality of independent controllers are resynchronized when discrepancies are detected between the connections on the switch and those expected by each of the plurality of independent controllers, wherein the resynchronization comprises reestablishing a connection in which a checksum component is in error.

45. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein each of the plurality of independent controllers support connections having at least one Quality of Service parameter.

46. A system comprising a switch having a switch interface, the switch interface configured to:

provide a plurality of subsets of switch resources of the switch to a plurality of independent controllers;
independently control connections of the switch using the plurality of subsets of switch resources.

47. The system of claim 46, wherein the switch interface comprises at least one switch interface slave component and at least one switch interface master component.

48. The system of claim 47, wherein the at least one switch interface slave component is hosted on a different processor than the at least one switch interface master component.

49. The system of claim 48, wherein each of the at least one switch interface slave components is hosted on one of a plurality of processors, each of the plurality of processors controlling at least one port card of the switch.

50. The system of claim 46, wherein the system supports connections among a plurality of types of interfaces.

51. The system of claim 50, wherein the system supports connections between a first endpoint having a first interface type and a second endpoint having a second interface type, wherein the first interface type is different from the second interface type.

52. The system of claim 50, wherein the system supports asynchronous transfer mode connections.
53. The system of claim 50, wherein the system supports frame relay connections, voice connections, and circuit emulation connections.

54. The system of claim 46, wherein the plurality of subsets of switch resources define a plurality of independent subset networks of a physical network, each of the plurality of independent subset networks controlled by each of the plurality of groups of independent controllers.

55. The system of claim 46, wherein each of the plurality of independent controllers controls at least one port card of the switch.

56. The system of claim 46, wherein the switch and each of the plurality of independent controllers are synchronized by exchanging database information for a known state.

57. The system of claim 46, wherein connections are reestablished between the switch and any of the plurality of independent controllers when discrepancies are indicated between expected connections of the any of the plurality of independent controllers and the corresponding subset of switch resources of the switch.

58. The system of claim 46, wherein the each of a plurality of independent controllers support connections having a plurality of Quality of Service parameters.

59. A computer readable medium containing executable instructions which, when executed in a processing system, causes the
system to perform the steps for controlling a switch comprising the steps of:

- providing a plurality of switch resource partitions to a plurality of independent controllers from the switch;
- controlling connections of the switch using the plurality of switch resource partitions of the plurality of independent controllers.

60. The computer readable medium of claim 59, further causing the system to control each of the plurality of independent controllers comprising at least one switch interface master component, wherein the switch comprises at least one switch interface slave component.

61. The computer readable medium of claim 60, wherein the at least one switch interface slave component is hosted on a different processor than the at least one switch interface master component.

62. The computer readable medium of claim 61, wherein each of the at least one switch interface slave components is hosted on one of a plurality of processors, each of the plurality of processors controlling at least one port card of the switch.

63. The computer readable medium of claim 59, further causing the system to control each of the plurality of independent controllers using at least one of a plurality of connection routing protocols.

64. The computer readable medium of claim 59, further causing the plurality of switch resource partitions to comprise a plurality of subsets of switch resources, the plurality of subsets of switch resources defining a plurality of independent subset networks of a physical
network, each of the plurality of independent subset networks controlled by the each of a plurality of independent controllers.

65. The computer readable medium of claim 59, further causing the system to perform the step of synchronizing the switch and each of the plurality of independent controllers.

66. The computer readable medium of claim 59, further causing the system to perform the step of resynchronizing the switch and each of the plurality of independent controllers when discrepancies are detected between the connections on the switch and those expected by the each of the plurality of independent controllers.

67. The computer readable medium of claim 59, further causing each of the plurality of independent controllers to support connections having a plurality of Quality of Service parameters, the plurality of Quality of Service parameters comprising an ATM Forum service class and an Internet Protocol Type of Service class.
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FIG. 7
START

USER CONFIGURATION OF SWITCH TO ASSIGN RESOURCES ON INTERFACES TO DESIRED PARTITION.

ACTIVATION OF THE CONTROL PORT AND ALL COMMUNICATION CHANNELS BY THE SWITCH TO CONNECT THE SLAVES TO THE MASTER VIA THE CONTROL PORT.

USER CONFIGURATION OF CONTROLLER TO ACTIVATE THE CONTROL PORT DRIVER WITH THE PORT, CONTROLLER NUMBER, AND NUMBER OF SLAVES FOR THE SWITCH.

CONTROLLER ACTIVATES THE PORT AND ALL COMMUNICATION CHANNELS TO CONNECT TO ALL THE POSSIBLE SLAVES.

CONTROLLER RECORDS SLAVE SESSION-IDS AND SENDS RESYNC COMMANDS TO FLUSH ALL CONNECTIONS AND RESET THE CHECKSUM BLOCKS.

END

FIG. 14
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START

1202

SWITCH RECOVERS AND REACTIVATES ALL PORTS AND COMMUNICATION CHANNELS.

1204

SLAVES ESTABLISH NEW SESSION-IDS AND SEND TRAPS TO THE MASTER.

1206

MASTER RECEIVES THE TRAPS AND INITIATES SYNCHRONIZATION PROCEDURES.

1208

MASTER WALKS THROUGH ALL INTERFACES FOR ALL SLAVES.

1210

MASTER WALKS THROUGH ALL CHECKSUM BLOCKS FOR ALL SLAVES.

1212

MASTER BUILDS A LIST OF ALL CHECKSUM BLOCKS THAT DO NOT MATCH.

1214

MASTER SENDS THE RESYNC START COMMAND TO ALL SLAVES.

1216

EACH SLAVE MARKS ALL CONNECTIONS AFFECTED BY THESE BLOCKS AS UNVERIFIED, THEN RESPONDS TO THE MASTER.

1218

MASTER RE-SEND ALL CONNECTIONS IN THE AFFECTED CHECKSUM BLOCKS TO THE SLAVES.

1220

SLAVE ACCEPTS THE CONNECTIONS IT CAN, MARKS THESE AS VERIFIED, AND SENDS ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

1222

WHEN ALL CONNECTIONS HAVE RESPONDED OR HAVE TIMED OUT, MASTER SENDS THE RESYNC END COMMAND TO ALL SLAVES.

1224

MASTER RE-SEND ANY CONNECTIONS WHICH WERE PREVIOUSLY NEGATIVELY ACKNOWLEDGED.

END

FIG. 15
START

CONTROLLER RECEIVES CALL SETUP MESSAGE FROM NEIGHBORING CONTROLLER.

CONTROLLER REQUESTS CONNECTION SEGMENT BE SETUP AT LOCAL SWITCH.

LOCAL SWITCH ALLOCATES AVAILABLE RESOURCES, SENDS RESPONSE BACK TO CONTROLLER.

CONTROLLER SENDS CALL SETUP MESSAGE TO NEXT NODE.

CONTROLLER RECEIVES CONNECT MESSAGE BACK FROM NEXT NODE.

CONTROLLER REQUESTS CONNECTION SEGMENT BE ACTIVATED AT LOCAL SWITCH.

CONTROLLER SENDS CONNECT MESSAGE TO NEIGHBOR NODE.

LOCAL SWITCH CONFIGURES HARDWARE TO ENABLE TRANSMISSION.

END

FIG. 16
START

SWITCH DETECTS FAILURE FROM HARDWARE ON INTERFACE.

SWITCH NOTIFIES CONTROLLER OF INTERFACE FAILURE.

CONTROLLER SENDS CALL RELEASE MESSAGES FOR ALL CALLS ON INTERFACE TO NEIGHBORING SWITCHES USING THE CONNECTIONS.

CONTROLLER REQUESTS CONNECTION SEGMENTS BE REMOVED AT LOCAL SWITCH.

SWITCH REMOVES CONNECTION SEGMENTS AND RELEASES SOURCES.

END
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